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This report describes a program of geological mapping, rock geochemistry and VLF-EM 
geophysics completed on the Intrepid and Tick claims in the Angus Creek drainage south of St. 
h?ar); Lake in 2000. 

1.10 Location and Access 

The Intrepid and Tick claims are located approximately 28 kilometers southwest of Kimberley, 
B.C., and 6 kilometers southeast of St. Mary Lake, on the east side of Angus Creek at about IS50 
meters elevation (Figs. 1 and 2). The claims are centered near 49” 33’ N latitude and 116” OS’ W 
longitude i UTM 51489,000N: 563,OOOE. 

Access to the property is via forest access roads from Kimberle): or Cranbrorok along the St. Mary 
River and up Angus Creek. 

1.20 Property 

The Intrepid and Tick claims are a contiguous block of 13 tw-o-post claims owned by the author 
(Fig. 2). 

1.30 Physiography 

The Intrepid and Tick claims are within the Moyie Range of the Purcell Mountains, in 
inoderately rugged monnrainou~rfreeastemsfopes of Angu&re& MouRtaiRs& th+-- -~ ~~---’ 
immediate vicinity of the claims range up to about 2300 meters. Forest cover is a mixed 
assemblage of mostly pine, fir and larch, with portions of the property clear-cut logged. 

1.40 History of Previous Exploration 

A narrow north to northeast trending gold- and copper-bearing quartz vein on the Intrepid 1 
mineral claim has been the focus of a number of previous exploration programs. Geological 
Survey of Canada Memoir 76 (1915) refers to the property as the Mascot and Eclipse. B.C. 
Ministry of Mines reports for 1915 (p. 113). 1936 (p. 102) and 1950 (p. 155) describe work on the 
property. The claims which formerly covered this area were the Wellington and Leader and the 
vein is commonly referred to by either of those names. A thorough review oTthe available 
assessment reports has not been made; work on the claims has included soil geochemistry, 
ground geophysics (VLF-EM and magnetics), road building, trenching, and diamond drilling (eg 
Assessment Reports 661,4459,8163, 12,421, 13,011, 14,079, 14,112, 14,571, and 16,009). 
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1.50 Purpose of Work 

The 2000 work program focused on the northern portion of the claims where the St. Marq Fault 
crosses the property. Mapping, rock geochemistry and geophysics were conducted to evaluate the 
possibility of anomalous gold. rare metals and rare earth elements being present in rocks within 
the fault zone. 

2.00 GEOLOGY 

2.10 Regional geology 

‘The Intrepid and Tick claims are underlain by Prec.ambrian age Purcell Supergroup rocks of the 
Aldridge, Creston and Kitchener Formations. The oldest rocks in the region are of the Aldridge 
Formation and consist predominantly of thick basinal turbidites. They are progressively overlain 
by shallower water quartzites and siltstones of the Creston Formation and sillstones and silty 
carbonates of the Kitchener Formation. 

These formations are intruded by Precambrian gabbroic sills and dikes, pegmatite and aplite 
dikes related to the Precambrian Hellroaring Creek stock and a Cretaceous granitic stock and its 
associated syenitic dikes. 

The regional east-west oriented St. Mary Fault is offset along a NNW trending fault which 
parallels Angus Creek (the ‘Angus Creek Fault’; Fig. 3) a short distance west of the claim group. 
The pegmatitic Hellroaring Creek stock which contains rare metals such as beryllium, rubidium, 
cesium and tantalum, occurs immediately northwest of this fault intersection. Leech (1957) 
~mayIb a,+ :&rag&&ng~has shown~that the~Hellroaring Creek 
stock is Precambrian ( Ryan and Blenkinsop, 1971) while the granodiorite / quartz monzonite 
stocks are Cretaceous (Hoy and van der Heyden, 1988). The Cretaceous stocks typically have 
associated magnetic anomalies while the Precambrian, pegmatitic stocks are,non-magnetic. 

2.20 Property Geology 

The area of the Intrepid and Tick claims is included in Geological Survey of Canada Map 15- 
1957 (Leech, 1957), part of which is reproduced here as Figure 3. The claims are cut by three 
faults with middle Aldridge Formation occurring north of the east-striking St. Mary Fault and 
Crestop and Kitchener F&nations to the south. separated by the northeast-oriented ‘Leader 
Fault’ (Figs. 3 and 4). 

A narrow, northerly-striking, gold, copper and lead-bearing quartz vein exposed on the Intrepid 1 
claim has been the main focus of exploration activity on the claim group. According to 
assessment reports, the gold-bearing quartz vein has near-surface widths of 15 cm to 1 meter and 
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has been traced for about 600 m along strike. It has been exposed by a series of open cuts and 

subsequently by a long x;ein-parallel trench. An old shaft tested the vein to a depth of 16 meters 
and a 38 meter long adit is reported. Samples analyzed have values up to 4.8 oz/ton gold, 6.8 
o&m Ag; 57.8% Pb_ and 4.12% Cu. Diamond drilling done by Donnex Resources Ltd. in 1985 
(258.5 meters in 5 holes; AR. 14.112) tested the vein to a depth of about 50 meters with gold 

values up to 0.338 oz!ton over 60 cm reported. 

3.00 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING 

Bedrock exposure on the property is quite poor and is estimated at less than 5%: most of this is 
as sparse road cuts. 

Creston Formation siltstones are only very poorly exposed on the claims: bedding attitudes seen 
are east-west striking with shallow to moderate south dips. Kitchener Formation dolomitic 
siltstones and quartzites are only marginally better exposed; attitudes tend to be northerly-striking 
with steep east dips. Tbe ‘Leader Fault’ which separates Creston and Kitchener Formation rocks 
on the property was not seen in outcrop; its location is inferred on Figure 4. 
No outcrops of middle Aldridge Formation sediments were observed on the claim block north of 
the St. Mary Fault. 

St. Mary Fault 

A part of the St. Mary Fault is exposed along the road immediately west of the Tick claims.. It is a 
composite zone of.att ro&a&qmntz veirrittg:~,~the~~~ed~~~~~ ~__ 
the fault zone is a more massive quartz, brecciated with mauve-red limonitic streaks and irregular 
thin (up to 1 cm wide) wavy light gray quartz veins. Sericite alteration is present. Some of the 
zone includes foliated to vaguely banded, vuggy quartz-sediment layers - a texture which ’ 

indicates extensive hydrothermal fluid movement. The altered sediments are commonly siliceous 
and phyllitic. Extensive float of vuggy quartz and limonitic, altered sediments is present along 
the road which sub-parallels the Tick claim line. for almost one kilometer east of the western 
claim boundary. 

A gabbro dike (?), about 70 m thick. occurs on the immediate north side of the fault. The gabbro 
is medium-grained, epidote-altered and contains scattered rose-colored quartz veins. The 
presence of this gabbro associated with the fault zone shows that the St. Mary Fault was active in 
the Precambrian and thus may have influenced emplacement of the Hellroaring Creek stock as 
well as the Cretaceous Angus Creek stock. 

VLF-EM surveying along grid lines crossing the St. Mary Fault all readily detected the structue. 
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The ‘Angus Creek stock’ was mapped by Leech (1957; Fig. 3) as a small NNW-aligned elongate 
intrusion. parallel to the ‘Angus Creek Fault’. It occurs less than one kilometer SE of the 
Precambrian pegmatitic Hellroaring Creek stock (Fig. 3). 

The Angus Creek stock occurs within a small triangular-shaped, fault-hounded block of Creston 
Formation sedimentary rock. with the St. MaIT Fault to the north. the ‘Leader Fault’ to the east 
and the ‘Angus Creek Fault’ to the west. The intrusive is poorly exposed on the Intrepid claims. 
with scattered roadcuts roughly defining an elongate northerly trend. The western edge of the 

stock is the most poorly defined due to more extensive overburden at lower elevation toward 
Angus Creek. The ‘Leader Fault’ strikes into the stock and may have been a factor in its 
emplacement (the Grassy Mountain stock occurs close to this structure about 5 km to the south). 

Two government airborne geophysical surveys: in 1969-70 and 1995: have covered the Angus 
Creek stock area and both defined magnetic anomalies in the vicinity of the stock. This magnetic 
character is typical of many of the Cretaceous stocks in the district (eg. Hoy and van der Heyden, 
1988). 

Th Angus Creek stock appears to be of granodiorite - quartz monzonite composition. Both 
hornblende and biotite are present with hornblende more common. Plagioclase feldspars are 
white to very pale gray-green and commonly have a sericitic sheen, probably due to alteration. 
White potassium feldspars locally are up to 4 cm across. Minor magnetite is common and 
magnetite within the intrusive is probably the main cause of the magnetic anomalies associated 
with the stock. Disseminated pyrite is present in places and in some samples is moderately 
abundant. 

-~entrd wesrem (-or isqrritestrongly alfe&+te+xturea&mineral~- 
appear unchanged but the rock is quite friable and can be crumbled by hand. A suite of quartz (- 
pegmatite?) dikes with minor magnetite criss-cross this altered phase of the intrusive and may be 
part of the alteration process. Very thin light gray glassy quartz veins also cut through the 
intrusive here. The alteration appears to be deuteric in nature but may be a later event. The Angus 
Creek stock is the only felsic intrusive in the district known to be altered in this manner. 

A few narrow porhyritic dikes occur within a short distance of the A&s Creek stock and are 
evidently related to the stock. 

Leader Vein 

Since it was tirst discovered, the Leader vein has seen considerable exploration including 
trenching and diamond drilling. It has been exposed by trenching for more than 500 meters and 
has an arcuate trend, NNW at its northern exposure and NNE at its southern exposure. 
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The vein is conformable with its host Kitchener Formation sediments and dips steeply to the 
west. The ‘Leader Fault’ is present not far to the west (lXg.4) and may ha\:e been a controlling 
factor. A relatively thin gabbro sill (?) is exposed by lrenching, in the foorwall stratigraphy. not 
far below the vein; the gabbro *nay have played a role in development of the mineralized vein. 

At its northern exposure the vein is about 20 to 30 cm wide and has a ribboned texture wilh 
limonitic weathering. Width increases toward the so~h to about one meter and a pinch and swell 
character is typically evident. Sulfides are irregularly distributed within the milky-white quartz 
and include coarse galena, locally oxidized to pyromorphite_ chalcopyrite with malachite 
staining, and pyrite. Adjacent sediments are chloritic. micaceous and siliceous., with Iimonite 
spots. In places the vein contains trains of vugs which are aligned parallel to the strike. In places 
darker and thicker bands of limonite are present; these evidently represent higher concentrations 
of sulfides and/or iron carbonate which have weathered. Early workings on the vein include an 
adit near the southern extent of the vein exposure (reported to be 38 m long but now caved at 
surface) and a small shaft about 150 meters north of the adit. 

Small peripheral quartz veins are common near the Leader Vein. These are typically less than 3 
cm thick but can get up to 20 cm thickness and tend to be parallel or sub-parallel to stratigraphy. 
A few of these smaller quartz veins carry disseminated pyrite with a tendency for the pyrite to be 
concentrated along vein margins. A few of these white quartz veins ‘arue cut by thin (3-5 mm 
wide) light gray glassy quartz veins. 

4.00 ROCK GEOCI1EMISTRY 

Eleven rock samples, representing different rock types and alteration on the property, were 
~-~w~ W-c-at 85Wast~Hastings ~W;-aL;zfteeuver$!&X+A 

1R6. Four of the samples were analyzed for a 30 element ICP package &d seven samples of 
intrusives were analyzed for a rare metal, rare earth element package as well as a metallics suite. 
In addition, all samples were analyzed for geochemical gold. Field sample sites are showflon 
Figure 4; Appendix 1 is a description of the rock samples and Appendix 2 is the complete 
geochemical analysis. A previous analysis of the Angus Creek stock (sample B57982 is included 
in Appendix 2 with the rock geochem data. This single sample contained appreciable magnetite 
(Fe 23.89%) and has anomalous lead (373 ppm) and gold (56 ppb). 

Results 

Gold values are generally low in all samples; the highest values (19.9 and 3 1 .O ppb) are from 
brecciated, pyritic aplite dikes which also have high rare earth element values. 

Copper is the most anomalous base metal with the highest values coming from quartz veins 
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One pryma~i~e sample_ T-00-8. has anomalous barium and strontium; this dike may he related lo 
the Hellroar-ing Creek stock. 

Twto samples of sub-croppingbrecciated, pyritic aplite dike material returned anomalous yttrium 
and rare earth elements. This dike is probably within the St. Maw Fault zone. 

I- 

i. 

5.00 VI.F-EM Sur-vey 

5.10 lntrnduc~tion 

Because of poor bedrock exposure on the claim block, a program of VLF-EM geophysics was 
conducted to define structures that may ha\;e controlled the migration of mineralizing 
hydrothermal fluids and influenced the deposition of mineralization. 

Initial surveying was done along roads as a first pass to establish whether any anomalous 
structures were present. Subsequently, grid lines were surveyed to further define anomalies. 
Surveyed grid lines are oriented north-south; they were run by compass, measured by hip-chain, 
with readings taken at 25 meter spacings. 

A total of 9.325 kilometers of line was surveyed; Figure 4 shows the location of the VLF-EM 
survey lines along with the Fraser Filter data. 

5.20 Instrumentation and Survey Procedure 

TheVLF=EM~fe~gneticsj method usePpotKnfuf mdi 
set up in different parts of the world for military communication and navigation. In radio 
communication terminology, VLF means very low frequency, about 15 to 25 kHz. Relative to 
frequencies generally used in geophysical exploration, the VLF technique actually uses vety high 
frequencies. 

A Crone Radem VLF-EM receiver, manufactured by Crone Geophysics Ltd. of Mississauga, 
Ontario was used for the VLF-EM survey. Seattle, Washington, transmitting at 24.8 kHz and at 
an approximate azimuth of 246” from the survey area, was used as the transmitting station. 

In all electromagnetic prospecting, a transmitter produces an alternating magnetic (primary) field 
by a strong alternating current usually through a coil of wire. If a conductive mass such as a 
sulfide body is within this magnetic field, a secondary alternating current is induced within it. 
which in turn induces a secondary magnetic field that distorts the primary magnetic field. I-he 
VLF-EM receiver measures the resultant field of the primary and secondary fields, and measures 
this as the tilt or ‘dip angle’. The Crone Radem VLF-EM receiver measures both the total field 
strength and the dip angle. 
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.Ihe VLF-EM uses a frequency range li-cm about 15 lo 3X kllz. whereas most EM instruments 
use frequencies ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand Hz. Because of its I-elatively high 
frequency. the VLF-EM can detect zones of relatively lower conductivity. This results in it being 
a useful tool for geologic mapping in areas of overburden but it also often results in detection of 
weak anomalies that are difficult to explain. However the VLF-EM can also detect sulfide bodies 
that have too low a conductivity for other EM methods to pick up. 

Results were reduced by applying the Fraser Filter; values for whic~h arc shown in plan in Fig. 4. 

The Fraser Filter is essentially a 4-point difference operator which transforms zero crossings into 
peaks, and a low pass operator which induces the inherent high frequency noise in the data. Thus 
the noisy_ often non-contourable data are transformed into less noisy: contourable data. Another 
advantage of this filter is that a conductor which does not show up as a zero crossover in the 
unfiltered data quite often shows up in the filtered data. 

5.30 Discussion of Results 

Reconnaissance and grid VLF-EM surveying on the Tick claims in 2000 identified a number of 
moderately strong anomalies. 

The St. Mary Fault is a fairly consistent, east-west oriented anomaly which is wider along the 
road immediately west of the grid but is more distinct and quite linear across the grid lines from 
2800E to 3400E (Fig. 4). A short section of the main Angus Creek road. about 1 km west of the 
claims, was surveyed across the St. Mary Fault to define the location of the fault and to provide a 
comparison in geophysical responses. On the Angus Creek road the St. Mary Fault has a similar 
VLK%msponsei&&%k~grid A &lmrdikef?-f~ocms i-f&-on- 
the main road, also similar to the Tick claims. 

At the south end of Road 3 a VLF-EM anomaly coincides closely with the SE contact of tRe 
Angus Creek stock; similarly at the southern end of Line 2XOOE a VII-EM anomaly may reflect 
the north edge of the stock; further surveying detail is t-equired to substantiate this intrrpretatton. 

Two weak anomalies on Road 1 are close to the inferred projection of the ‘Leader Fault’; to the 
northeast an anomaly at the southern end of Line 3400E may also reflect the fault. 

Two WNW-trending anomalies are defined on the grid but are not fully delineated; they may 
represent structures subordinate to the St. Mary Fault. 
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1. hlthough overburden cover-s a consider-able portion of the hrtrepid and Tick claims and allows 
only a rudimentary knowledpc of the geology. the claims cover part of an area of complex 

geology with intersecting faults, different ages offclsic intrusions and extensive hydrothemlal 
alteration. providing an area favorable for both gold and rare metal i rare earth element 
mineralization. 

2. Anomalous gold is present in some of the samples collected as float and from bedrock from 
the area of the St. Mary Fault on the property. Anomalous gold is also present in the sample of 
altered Angus Creek stoc~k. 

3. Anomalous yttrium and REE are present in samples taken of aplite dike material associated 
with the St. Mary Fault zone. 

4. Late stage alteration, possibly deuteric in nature, has resulted in a physical decomposition of 
part of the Angus Creek stock; this alteration may be favourable for gold mineralization within 
the stock and within its host sedimentary rocks. 

5. VLF-EM surveying clearly picks up the St. Mary Fault zone and possibly detects the Leader 
Fault and contacts of the Angus Creek stock. Other VLF-EM anomalies detected by the survey 
may reflec~t structures related to the St. Mary Fault zone and should be further delineated. 
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8.00 STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 

IO man-days. geologic mapping. geoph)qics. 
rock geochcmistq. drafting and report iz %3OO/day 

4X4 truck 7 days ,@ $75.00/da\; 
VLF rental 5 days @, $30.00/day 
Rock geochemistry: Analyses 11 samples 

Freight 
Field and report supplies 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 
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$3000.00 
525.00 
150.00 
302.49 

17.29 
43.00 

$4037.78 
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‘. Appendix 1 

T-00-I 

T-00-2 

T-00-3 

‘T-00-4 

T-00-5 

T-00-6 

Rock Geochemistry Sample Descriptions 
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Pegmatite. possible dike. Coarse-grained (quartz-feldspar-lll~~scovire): few 
grains of oxidized. limoni[ic mineral (pyrite?). 

Limonitic quartz breccia, ~ggy. Quartz blebs common 

Pyritic felsic dike; white weathering, albitic. Light gray (bleached) to pale 
gray-green on fresh surface. Fine-grained pyrite is disseminated 
throughout. Fine-&rained sericite is common on some surfaces. Thin 
hairline limonitic fractures. 

Pyritic, siliceous. brecciated felsic dike (aplite). Albite clasts %th pyrite- 
rich fine-grained matrix. 

Brecciated pyritic, chloritic felsic dike (aplite). Bleached white albitized 
clasts. Locally very abundant fine-grained pyrite. 

Limonitic weathered, pyritic and chloritic. fine-grained felsic dike (aplitej. 
Fine-grained disseminated magnetite common. Some reddish oxidized 
grains may be pyrite. Looks siliceous - may be quartz with the feldspar. 

T-00-7 Quartz-chlorite-pyrite rock, may be altered felsic dike (aplite). Fine- 
grained mixture of quartz-chlorite-pyrite- (feldspar?). Gray-green color, 
non-magnetic. 

T-00-8 Fegmarire~dike~w cross-cutting quartz veins. 

T-00-9 

T-00-10 

Quartz vein, to 10 cm wide. Limonitic streaks and+patches - oxidized 
pyrite? Commonly vuggy with oxidized patches. . 

Composite sample of thin quartz veins cutting Kitchener Fm seds. with epidote 
and oxidized pyrite. QV are oblique to bedding. 

T-00- 11 Quartz breccia cut by quartz veins. Pyritic, limonitic, quartz vein i shear zone 
material. Some sheared, bleached limonitic sedimentary material with small_ 
elongate, shear-parallel vugs. 

B 57982 Granodiorite, crumbly, with magnetite 








